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Denotational semantics
Original Scott-Strachey style (1971)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ no support for incremental semantics

Problem:

‣ fixed interpretation of λ-notation

VDM: Combinators and Monads 7

Direct Semantics Scott and Strachey’s choice of denotations is called direct
semantics. The basic idea is that denotations of commands are functions from
environments to store transformers. The semantic function C maps commands
to their denotations:

C : Cmd ! Env ! S ! S (2)

Similarly, the denotations of expressions (whose evaluations might have side-
e!ects) should be functions from environments to value-returning store trans-
formers. The semantic function E maps expressions to their denotations:

E : Exp ! Env ! S ! V " S (3)

Thanks to the use of combinators, the denotations of various commands and
expressions can be defined without explicit reference to the store !:

C[["0;"1]] = #$. C[["1]]($) # C[["0]]($) (4)

C[[%->"0,"1]] = #$. (#&.Cond(C[["0]]($), C[["1]]($)(&|T )) $ E [[%]]($) (5)

However, Scott and Strachey were apparently not satisfied with the relatively
complicated notation required for expressing the denotations of assignment com-
mands, and resorted to an informal explanation of the steps involved. Here is
how they could have written the formal definition:3

C[[%0:=%1]] = #$.(#&0.(#&1.Assign(&0|L,&1)) $ E [[%1]]($)) $ E [[%0]]($) (6)

Reading the above equation operationally involves associating the values com-
puted by the expressions %0 and %1 with the #-abstractions on &0 and &1, which
is not immediately obvious without close inspection of the grouping of the term.

Suppose, however, that we were to use variants #̂ and $̂ of the combinators
# and $, taking their operands in the reverse order:

– reverse composition f #̂ g = #a.g(f(a)):
f #̂ g : A ! C when f : A ! B and g : B ! C;

– reverse composition f $̂ g = #a.(#b.g(M0b)(M1b))(f(a)):
f $̂ g : A ! C when f : A ! B0 "B1 and g : B0 ! B1 ! C.

The above definitions of denotations can now be written thus:

C[["0;"1]] = #$. C[["0]]($) #̂ C[["1]]($) (7)

C[[%->"0,"1]] = #$. E [[%]]($) $̂ #&.Cond(C[["0]]($), C[["1]]($))(&|T ) (8)

C[[%0:=%1]] = #$. E [[%0]]($) $̂ #&0.E [[%1]]($) $̂ #&1.Assign(&0|L,&1) (9)

This minor change of notation allows the terms to be read more operationally,
from left to right, with the #-abstractions simply naming the values computed
by the preceding terms. (It also substantially reduces the number of required
parentheses.) In Sect. 5 we shall compare the above formulation with the monadic
style.
3 Let us assume here that any implicit dereferencing of variables is made explicit in

the abstract syntax of expressions, in order to simplify the examples a bit.



Denotational semantics
VDM style (Bekič et al. 1974)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ some support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ changing interpretation of auxiliary notation
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Also the VDM definition of the denotations of conditional statements is rather
similar to the corresponding definition in the Oxford style:

M[mk-If(e,th,el)] =
def b: M[e](env);
if b then M[th](env) else M[el](env)

Our final illustration of the VDM style of denotational semantics is the assign-
ment statement:

M[mk-Assign(lrs,rhs)](env) =
def l: M[lhs](env);
def v: M[rhs](env);
STR := c STR + [l !" v ]

5 The Monadic Style

This style of denotational semantics was introduced by Eugenio Moggi at the
end of the 1980s [21]. His original motivation was to generalise the categorical
semantics of partiality to “other notions of computation”; he subsequently re-
alised that it also allows a much higher degree of modularity and extensibility
in semantic descriptions.

The main technical innovations were to let denotations be elements of mon-
ads, and to construct monads incrementally using monad transformers. Monads
and monad transformers provide various combinators, which are closely related
to some of those used by Scott and Strachey [3], and even more closely to some
of those provided by VDM [18]. Like the latter, the monadic combinators have
a simple operational reading. The monadic style of denotational semantics has
been exploited in several theoretical studies, but it appears that, despite its clear
mathematical foundations and advantages regarding modularity, it has not yet
been used to describe any major programming language.

5.1 Domains and Operations

The monads used in the monadic style of denotational semantics provide the de-
notations of phrases of programs, and are generally defined in terms of domains.

Monads A monad consists of a domain constructor T , mapping value domains
D to computation domains T (D), together with two polymorphic operations:

– Return : D " T (D);
– >>= : T (A)# (A" T (B))" T (B)

The trivial computation Return(d) simply returns the value d as its result. When
the computation e computes a value a and f is a function mapping values to
computations, e >>= f follows the computation e with the computation f(a).



Structural operational semantics
Plotkin-style (1981), “natural” style (Kahn 1987)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ no support for incremental semantics

Problem:

‣ explicit auxiliary information in states

Component-Based Description of Programming Languages

! ! "E1, "# $ "E!
1, "

!#
! ! "E1 && E2, "# $ "E!

1 && E2, "!#
(2) ! ! "true && E2, "# $ "E2, "# (3)

! ! "false && E2, "# $ "false, "# (4)

Rule (2) specifies transitions for the gradual evaluation of E1; the other rules above specify what
is to happen when E1 has been evaluated to a truth-value.

Assuming that declarations D compute environments ! (representing the bindings that they
establish) and that normal termination of commands C is represented by the null command { },
the following rules specify execution of blocks with local declarations:1

! ! "D,"# $ "D!, "!#
! ! "{D C }, "# $ "{D! C }, "!#

(5)
![!1] ! "C, "# $ "C !, "!#

! ! "{ !1 C }, "# $ "{ !1 C ! }, "!#
(6)

! ! "{ !1 { } }, "# $ "{ }, "# (7)

Rule (6) specifies that the environment used for executing the block body C is a combination of
the current environment ! and the environment !1 computed by the local declarations D.

In the so-called ‘big-step’ style of SOS, also known as ‘natural semantics’ [13], transitions relate
initial states directly to final states. Using a transition relation written ! ! "E,"# $ "V,"!#, where
V is the value of E, the following rules specify the big-step SOS of conditional conjunction:

! ! "E1, "# $ "true, "!#, ! ! "E2, "!# $ "V,"!!#
! ! "E1 && E2, "# $ "V,"!!#

(8)

! ! "E1, "# $ "false, "!#
! ! "E1 && E2, "# $ "false, "!#

(9)

The big-step SOS of blocks requires only a single rule:

! ! "D,"# $ "!1, "!#, ![!1] ! "C, "!# $ "{ }, "!!#
! ! "{D C }, "# $ "{ }, "!!#

(10)

In both styles of SOS, notice how each rule for a construct explicitly propagates auxiliary
entities that are required only in connection with the semantics of other constructs. Such explicit
propagation is the main reason for the poor reusability of rules in SOS [27]. It also clutters up the
rules, motivating some descriptions to adopt informal ‘conventions’ that allow implicit propagation,
e.g. [4, 20]. (Section 3.4.1 introduces a recent variant of SOS which provides formal foundations
for implicit propagation.)

2.4.2. Denotational Semantics

A denotational semantics maps each phrase of the described language to its denotation: a
semantic entity that represents the contribution of the phrase to overall program behaviour
in any context. The semantic mapping is required to be compositional, i.e. the denotation of
each compound phrase depends on the denotations of its sub-phrases, but not on their form.
Denotations are said to be fully abstract when observationally-equivalent phrases always have
the same denotations.

In the original Scott-Strachey style of denotational semantics [22, 32], denotations are elements
of Scott-domains (which are typically continuous higher-order function spaces) and specified in #-
notation, using a fixed-point operator to define the denotations of loops and recursive procedures
compositionally. Letting the denotations E [[E]] of expressions be functions of environments ! and
continuations $, the denotations of conditional conjunction expressions can be defined by:

E [[E1 && E2]] = #!.#$. E [[E1]]!{#b. b $ E [[E2]]!$, $(false)} (11)
1Substitution could be used instead of environments, but to have to define it for each construct would be quite tedious.

Visions of Computer Science 4



Abstract state machines
Gurevich et al. (mid 1980s)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ some support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ suppression of auxiliary entities in transition 
rules using imperative assignments

! States interpret static and dynamic function symbols

The interpretation of a function symbol is a map from arguments to results. The func-

tion is called static when the map doesn’t change during a computation. In contrast,

the values of dynamic functions on particular arguments can be initialized, changed,

or made undefined. Static functions of no arguments correspond to ordinary constants,

whereas dynamic functions of no arguments correspond to updatable variables.

For example, functions corresponding to arithmetic operations are static, and so is

the no-argument function body that gives the abstract syntax of the initial program; the

no-argument function pos gives the position of the phrase currently being executed in

the tree representing what remains to be executed, which is itself represented by the

1-argument dynamic function restbody : Pos! Phrase, where the set Phrase contains

not only all possible abstract syntax trees, but also computed values, and trees where

some nodes have been replaced by their computed values. 3

! Transitions assign values to functions for particular arguments

A transition may simultaneously assign values for several functions on various argu-

ments. Each assignment may be conditional, depending on the values of terms formed

from the function symbols. All the terms involved in a simultaneous set of assignments

are evaluated before any of the assignments are actually made, so the testing of the

conditions and the resulting state are independent of the order of the assignments. The

values of functions on particular arguments only change due to explicit assignment:

their values on other arguments remain stable.

! ASM specifications often introduce auxiliary notation

The introduction of appropriate auxiliary notation allows transition rules to be specified

rather concisely. However, ASM specifications of different languages tend to introduce

different auxiliary notation, which leads to quite varied specifications of the same con-

struct, and makes it difficult to reuse a transition rule from one ASM directly in another

ASM. For example, the auxiliary notation introduced in the ASM specification of Java

[27] includes:

• context(pos), returning either restbody(pos) or restbody(up(pos)); and

• yieldU p(V ), abbreviating the transition restbody := restbody[V/up(pos)] per-
formed simultaneously with pos := up(pos), thus combining the replacement of
a phrase by its computed result V with the adjustment of pos.

To “streamline the notation”, positions are indicated directly in patterns for phrases,

the current value of pos being written ". After these preliminaries, transition rules for
evaluating Java’s conditional expressions can be specified as follows:

execJavaExpI = case context(pos) of
. . .
cond(!E1,"E1, #E1) ! pos := !

cond(!V1,"E2, #E3) ! if V1 then pos := " else pos := #

cond(!true,!V2, #E3) ! yieldU p(V2)
cond(!false,"E2,!V3) ! yieldU p(V3)

. . .

(25)

3The idea of gradually replacing phrases by their computed values, familiar from SOS, has only recently

been adopted in the ASM framework: in earlier ASM specifications, the original tree was static, and a

separate dynamic function was used to associate computed values with the nodes of the tree.



Evaluation contexts
Felleisen et al. (1987)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ some support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ suppression of auxiliary entities in reduction 
rules using program contexts, substitution

{ ρ C } → [ρ]C



Action semantics
Denotational/operational (with Watt, 1985–2000)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ good support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ operational interpretation of auxiliary notation

Component-Based Description of Programming Languages

Action notation satisfies a large collection of algebraic laws, including monoid laws for all the
binary combinators.

The action semantics of each language construct remains well-formed and meaningful when
further constructs are added to the described language. For example, the following action
semantics description of JAVA’s conditional conjunction is independent of whether expressions
could have side-effects, spawn processes, synchronise with other threads, etc.:

evaluate [[E1 && E2]] = evaluate E1 then
(check the boolean then evaluate E2 else give false)

(27)

The action semantics description for blocks is as follows:

execute [[{D C }]] = furthermore elaborate D hence execute C (28)

The action primitives and combinators provide an adequate basis for expressing the dynamic
semantics of a wide range of programming constructs. However, action notation itself is a
rather novel and unfamiliar notation, with some unusual features; despite the introduction of a
significantly simpler revised version in 2000, and the development of various supporting tools [3],
analysis of programming constructs in terms of actions has not so far become established as a
mainstream approach to semantics.

The next section motivates and introduces a language-independent notation for common
programming constructs. These constructs should be significantly more familiar than action
primitives and combinators. Section 5 explains how they can be exploited in component-based
descriptions of complete languages.

4. ABSTRACT CONSTRUCTS

A programming language consists of a collection of concrete constructs, each of which has a
particular concrete syntax and semantics. However, the relationship between concrete syntax
and semantics depends on the language. Moreover, constructs with the same concrete syntax in
different languages may have different semantics (e.g. ‘x=y’ is an equality test is some languages,
but an assignment command in others), and constructs with different concrete syntax may have
equivalent semantics (e.g. ‘c ? x : y’ and ‘if c then x else y’ are equivalent forms of conditional
expression in different languages).

An abstract construct, in contrast, has a fixed, language-independent abstract syntax and
semantics. For instance, an abstract conditional expression E has a particular constructor
notation, such as ‘cond(E1, E2, E3)’ (avoiding bias towards any particular language family) and all
possible questions that one might ask about its semantics have definite answers: E1 is evaluated
first to compute a boolean value; if the value is true, the value of E is the same as that of E2, and
E3 is skipped; if the value is false, the value of E is the same as that of E3, and E2 is skipped;
any side-effects of evaluating the subexpressions are propagated, as are abrupt termination and
nontermination; the bindings visible to E1, E2 and E3 are the same as those visible to E; when
E1 has boolean type and both E2 and E3 have type T , E has type T ; and so on.

The relationship between the syntax and semantics of individual abstract constructs is not only
language-independent but also 1-1: if two abstract constructs have different semantics, they have
different syntax (to avoid confusion); and no two abstract constructs with different syntax have
exactly the same semantics (to avoid pointless duplication).4

Both the syntax and semantics of an abstract construct should be specified formally. For syntax,
all we need is the name of the constructor function used to form instances of the construct, and
its arity (the sorts of its components, and the sort of the construct itself). For instance, we may
specify the syntax of the above conditional expression using BNF-like notation:

Exp ::= cond(Exp, Exp, Exp)
4Different combinations of abstract constructs (and special cases of different individual abstract constructs) may however
have the same semantics, so abstract constructs do not provide canonical representations of semantics, in general.

Visions of Computer Science 8



Monadic semantics
Moggi (1989), Plotkin & Power (2004)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ good support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ flexible interpretation of auxiliary notation

Component-Based Description of Programming Languages

E ! E!

E1 ! E!
1

E1 && E2 ! E!
1 && E2

(19)

true && E2 ! E2 (20)

false && E2 ! false (21)

! " C ! C !

D ! D!

{D C }!{ D! C }
(22)

![!1] " C ! C !

! " { !1 C }!{ !1 C ! }
(23)

{ !1 { } }! { } (24)

3.4.3. Monadic Semantics

Regarding denotational semantics, it is somewhat ironic that the main hindrance to reuse is
actually the direct use of "-notation itself for expressing denotations. The way that denotations are
expressed depends on their structure; when that structure changes, the definitions of denotations
have to be reformulated.

The monadic variant of denotational semantics was introduced by Moggi at the end of the 1980s
[21]. Although reuse was not Moggi’s original motivation, the pragmatic benefits of monadic
semantics in that respect were soon realised. A monad consists of a domain constructor T ,
mapping value domains D to domains T (D) whose elements represent computations of values in
D, together with two polymorphic operators, return : D ! T (D); and >>= : T (A)#(A! T (B))!
T (B). The trivial computation return(d) simply has the value d as its result. When the computation
e computes a value d and f is a function mapping values to computations, e >>= f follows the
computation e with the computation f(d). For example:

E [[E1 && E2]] = E [[E1]] >>= "b. b! E [[E2]], return(false) (25)

Particular kinds of monads provide further operations. For example, the following monadic
semantics for blocks requires a monad that propagates environments, and is equipped with an
operation local : (Env ! Env) ! T (A) ! T (A) such that local(f)(e) obtains the environment for
the computation e by applying f to the current environment:

C[[{D C }]] = D[[D]] >>= "!1. local("!. ![!1])(C[[C]]) (26)

Such a monad can be constructed by applying a standard monad transformer [18, 21] to an
existing monad. The more recent work on computational effects and operations by Plotkin and
Power [30] obtains monads as models of combinations of Lawvere theories, giving further benefits
regarding modularity and reuse.

A crucial difference between the original Scott-Strachey style of denotational semantics and
monadic semantics is that in the former, the definitions of operators are fixed, whereas in monadic
semantics, the definitions of return(d) and e >>= f (and other operators provided by the monad)
change when the domains change. (In fact the idea of redefining operators in this way was
exploited since the 1970s in the VDM variant of denotational semantics, although the close
relationship between VDM and monadic semantics has only recently been noticed [26].)

3.4.4. Action Semantics

A further variant of denotational semantics that supports reuse is action semantics [23]. There,
denotations are so-called actions, expressed in action notation; the semantics of action notation
itself is defined operationally (originally using an unorthodox variant of SOS, later in MSOS).

The primitives and combinators provided by action notation include not only the monadic
operators, but also operators expressing abrupt termination, nondeterminism, scopes of bindings,
effects on storage, message-passing between (asynchronous) processes, etc. Each action
combinator implicitly propagates auxiliary entities (environments, stores, etc.) in a particular way.

Visions of Computer Science 7



Modular SOS
(MFCS 1999, JLAP 2004)

‣ conventional description structure

‣ good support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ propagation of auxiliary entities in labels

Component-Based Description of Programming Languages

constructs it might be combined with. The variants of SOS discussed below avoid the need for
multiple versions, and could be useful for static semantics as well as dynamic semantics.

3.4. Dynamic Semantics

The conventional operational and denotational frameworks share the same general problem
regarding reuse: the formulation of the description of each construct depends on which other
constructs are included in the described language. For example, the description of a conditional
expression depends on whether expressions include constructs that have side-effects, or
terminate abruptly. Significant reformulation may be needed to ‘reuse’ the description of a
construct from one language in the description of a different language in which it occurs.

3.4.1. Modular SOS

Modular SOS (MSOS) [24] is a simple variant of structural operational semantics. It has been
designed to allow a particularly high degree of reuse without any need for reformulation.
The description of each construct in MSOS is completely independent; this is achieved by
incorporating all auxiliary entities (environments, stores, etc.) in labels on transitions. The notation
for labels ensures automatic propagation of all unmentioned auxiliary entities between the
premise(s) and conclusion of each rule. For this to work, the labels on adjacent steps of a
computation are required to be composable, and a set of unobservable labels is distinguished.2

Using MSOS, the rules for each individual construct form a reusable component. For example,
the following rules for conditional conjunction could be used in the description of any language
that uses the notation E1 && E2 with the same interpretation as in JAVA:

E1
{...}!!!" E!

1

E1 && E2
{...}!!!" E!

1 && E2

(13)
true && E2

{"}!!" E2 (14)

false && E2
{"}!!" false (15)

In (13) above, the notation ‘{. . .}’ specifies propagation of all label components;3 in (14)–(15),
‘{!}’ specifies that the label is unobservable. By not mentioning specific auxiliary entities, the
rules assume neither their presence nor their absence, ensuring reusability – and eliminating the
clutter that usually arises in conventional SOS rules for programming constructs (illustrated in
Section 2.4.1).

The MSOS rules for blocks ‘{D C }’ require labels to include an environment !. The specification
of this requirement forms part of the reusable component:

Label = {! : Env, . . .}

D
{...}!!!" D!

{D C } {...}!!!" {D! C }
(16)

C
{!=!0[!1],...}!!!!!!!!!" C !

{ !1 C } {!=!0,...}!!!!!!" { !1 C ! }
(17)

{ !1 { } } {"}!!" { } (18)

3.4.2. Implicitly-Modular SOS

The recently-developed I-MSOS framework [27] combines the benefits of MSOS regarding
reusability with the familiar notational style of ordinary SOS: auxiliary entities that are not
mentioned in a rule are propagated implicitly between its premise(s) and conclusion, without
requiring the introduction of explicit labels on transitions. All that is needed is to declare the
notation used for the transition relation being defined (which is in any case normal practice in
SOS descriptions of programming languages, e.g. [28]), distinguishing any required auxiliary
arguments by highlighting. The above MSOS rules are formulated in I-MSOS as follows:

2In fact labels in MSOS are the morphisms of a category, and the unobservable labels are identity morphisms.
3As in STANDARD ML record patterns, ‘. . . ’ is here a symbol of the formal notation, rather than an informal ellipsis.

Visions of Computer Science 6
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Component-based semantics
With Doh (LDTA 2001) and Iversen (IEE 2005)

‣ component-based description structure

‣ initially for use in action semantics,
subsequently also in Modular SOS
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‣ component-based description structure

‣ initially for use in action semantics,
subsequently also in Modular SOS

Menezes et al. (AAMAS 2002)

‣ agent-oriented action semantics



Component-based semantics
With Doh (LDTA 2001) and Iversen (IEE 2005)

‣ component-based description structure

‣ initially for use in action semantics,
subsequently also in Modular SOS

Menezes et al. (AAMAS 2002)

‣ agent-oriented action semantics

Araújo and Musicante (SCCC 2004),

‣ object-oriented action semantics



Constructive semantics
(SBLP 2005)

‣ constructive description structure

‣ initially for use in action semantics,
subsequently also in Modular SOS

Advance:

‣ mapping concrete language constructs to 
combinations of abstract constructs



Aspect-oriented semantics
Tirelo et al. (SBLP 2008)

‣ aspect-oriented description structure

‣ good support for incremental semantics

Advance:

‣ transformations of denotations



Implicitly-Modular SOS
With New (SOS 2008)

‣ good support for component-based and 
constructive semantics

Advance:

‣ implicit propagation of auxiliary entities

Component-Based Description of Programming Languages

E ! E!

E1 ! E!
1

E1 && E2 ! E!
1 && E2

(19)

true && E2 ! E2 (20)

false && E2 ! false (21)

! " C ! C !

D ! D!

{D C }!{ D! C }
(22)

![!1] " C ! C !

! " { !1 C }!{ !1 C ! }
(23)

{ !1 { } }! { } (24)

3.4.3. Monadic Semantics

Regarding denotational semantics, it is somewhat ironic that the main hindrance to reuse is
actually the direct use of "-notation itself for expressing denotations. The way that denotations are
expressed depends on their structure; when that structure changes, the definitions of denotations
have to be reformulated.

The monadic variant of denotational semantics was introduced by Moggi at the end of the 1980s
[21]. Although reuse was not Moggi’s original motivation, the pragmatic benefits of monadic
semantics in that respect were soon realised. A monad consists of a domain constructor T ,
mapping value domains D to domains T (D) whose elements represent computations of values in
D, together with two polymorphic operators, return : D ! T (D); and >>= : T (A)#(A! T (B))!
T (B). The trivial computation return(d) simply has the value d as its result. When the computation
e computes a value d and f is a function mapping values to computations, e >>= f follows the
computation e with the computation f(d). For example:

E [[E1 && E2]] = E [[E1]] >>= "b. b! E [[E2]], return(false) (25)

Particular kinds of monads provide further operations. For example, the following monadic
semantics for blocks requires a monad that propagates environments, and is equipped with an
operation local : (Env ! Env) ! T (A) ! T (A) such that local(f)(e) obtains the environment for
the computation e by applying f to the current environment:

C[[{D C }]] = D[[D]] >>= "!1. local("!. ![!1])(C[[C]]) (26)

Such a monad can be constructed by applying a standard monad transformer [18, 21] to an
existing monad. The more recent work on computational effects and operations by Plotkin and
Power [30] obtains monads as models of combinations of Lawvere theories, giving further benefits
regarding modularity and reuse.

A crucial difference between the original Scott-Strachey style of denotational semantics and
monadic semantics is that in the former, the definitions of operators are fixed, whereas in monadic
semantics, the definitions of return(d) and e >>= f (and other operators provided by the monad)
change when the domains change. (In fact the idea of redefining operators in this way was
exploited since the 1970s in the VDM variant of denotational semantics, although the close
relationship between VDM and monadic semantics has only recently been noticed [26].)

3.4.4. Action Semantics

A further variant of denotational semantics that supports reuse is action semantics [23]. There,
denotations are so-called actions, expressed in action notation; the semantics of action notation
itself is defined operationally (originally using an unorthodox variant of SOS, later in MSOS).

The primitives and combinators provided by action notation include not only the monadic
operators, but also operators expressing abrupt termination, nondeterminism, scopes of bindings,
effects on storage, message-passing between (asynchronous) processes, etc. Each action
combinator implicitly propagates auxiliary entities (environments, stores, etc.) in a particular way.

Visions of Computer Science 7



Topics

‣ Structure of semantic descriptions

‣ Semantic description frameworks

‣ Challenges



The POPLmark Challenge
Pierce et al. (2005)

‣ Mechanized Metatheory for the Masses

Main aim:

‣ machine-checked definitions and proofs about 
programming languages

‣ challenge problems involve “aspects known to 
be difficult to formalise” – F<: with records



K-Challenge
Rosu (UIUC report 2007):

‣ A rewriting-based framework for computation

Main aim:

‣ demonstration of support for incremental 
semantics – extending a simple imperative 
language with output, procedural abstraction, 
recursion, references, call/cc, nondeterminism, 
aspects, concurrency, synchronization, quote



Semantics-online challenge
(2008, in preparation)

Main aims:

‣ demonstration of support for independent 
semantic descriptions of a collection of basic 
abstract constructs

‣ provide an online repository of reusable 
components in different frameworks
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Challenges

‣ any better proposals?
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